Questionable Helicopter...
The purpose of this activity is to create different paper helicopters and
notice some basic changes in their flight patterns based on their
design.

Procedure:

Cut out the five paper helicopters and cut on the solid lines
within each design.
Fold the flaps back along the dotted lines.
Fold the blade on the right side toward you on the dotted
line. Fold the blade on the left side away from you on the
dotted line.
Attach a paperclip at the bottom of each helicopter.
Drop the helicopters and observe the rate and direction of
spin for each one!!!

Problem:

Change your helicopters so that it will always spin clockwise.
Then, change the helicopter so that it will always spin
counterclockwise!

Answer:

If the right blade of the helicopter is folded forward and
left blade is folded backward, you will get a
counterclockwise spin. Reversing the blades will give a
clockwise spin.

Challenge:

Challenge your students to determine which of the five
helicopters spins the fastest/reaches the ground first!
The Helicopter Investigations chart will help you
determine the answer!

As gravity pulls your paper helicopter down, air pushes up
against the blades, bending them up. Because the blades are
slanted slightly, some of that push becomes a sideways
push. And because you have two blades that are pointed in
opposite directions, the two opposing pushes of air cause
the helicopter to spin.
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